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Oldcastle APG
Belgard, part of Oldcastle APG,
offers a complete collection of

Specifying Belgard Pavers in
Commercial Applications

paver and wall products
for plazas, terraces, parking areas,
roadways, rooftops and retaining
walls. Available in a range of
styles, premium Belgard products
have been found in the nation’s
finest developments and awardwinning commercial and retail
properties since 1995. Oldcastle
APG is part of CRH’s Building
Products division. As the largest
building materials company in
North America, CRH provides a
single-source solution for
commercial construction projects
with a full portfolio that also
includes structural masonry,
masonry veneers, dry mix
products, hardscape jointing
sands and sealants, stormwater
management systems, concrete
infrastructure, architectural glass,

Equivalent Single Axle Loads (EASLs), traﬃc index, aspect ratio, and
paver thickness are some of the factors that need to be considered by
design professionals when selecting pavers for a specific project
application. Belgard has taken the key structural design factors that are
considered in pavement design and incorporated them into the Belgard
Paver Application Table and Flow Chart. The table below addresses four
primary applications: Pedestrians, Light Vehicles, Occasional Heavy
Vehicles, and Frequent Heavy Vehicles. Each primary category has subcategories for increased specificity. This table can be used as a general
guideline for both standard interlocking pavers and permeable
interlocking pavers. Contact Belgard Paver Design Services for project
specific recommendations.

lawn & garden products, and
composite decking.
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What is an ESAL?

Belgard Paver Design
Services
Belgard maintains a staﬀ of seasoned
professional engineers and industry
e x p e r t s to a n s w e r a n y q u e s t i o n
regarding the design, use, or
application of Belgard products. In
addition to general technical support,
our services extend into more project
specific a ssistance such a s value
engineering, project-specific details,
project specific specifications, cost
analysis comparing permeable paver
stormwater management systems to
conventional systems, and life-cycle
cost analysis. Contact your local
Belgard Commercial Representative for
more info. Find a Sales Rep.

A major component of specifying Belgard pavers in a vehicular
application is knowing the number of Equivalent Single Axle Loads or
ESALs that the pavement will be subjected to over it’s design life.
Equivalent single axle loads, or ESALs are a method developed by the
American Association of State Highway Transportation Oﬃcials
(AASHTO) to convert truck axle configurations and weights into one
standard. One ESAL is equivalent to an 18,000 lb weight on a single axle
with dual tires. The Belgard Paver Application Table and Flow Chart
utilizes guidelines from ASCE Publication 58-16 Structural Design of
Interlocking Concrete Paver for Municipal Streets and Roadways and
ASCE Publication 68-16 Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavement.

Belgard Pavers and H20 Loading

Belgard’s Site Solutions Guide

Are Belgard Pavers appropriate in H20 traffic loading
scenarios? H20 and HS20 loading refers to a point load being
applied to the surface of a paved surface. This traﬃc loading
requirement is often used in higher vehicular loading scenarios, such
as when Fire Trucks and other heavy multi-axle trucks will be driving
on the pavement. Belgard Pavers are manufactured to ASTM C936,
with a compressive strength greater than 8,000 psi, Belgard Pavers
exceed the H20 and HS20 requirements for traﬃc loading and are
appropriate for Fire Trucks and other heavy, multi-axle truck
pavements. Access the Belgard H20 and HS20 Tech Note CLICK
HERE.
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